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Abstract

Recent advancement in artificial intelligence (AI) has significantly progressed the execution of models. However, the results are still not adequately fulfilling. Machines cannot mimic human brains and the way they communicate, so it remains an ongoing task. Due to the increasing sum of data on this subject, it is exceptionally difficult to keep on track with the most current research and comes about accomplished in the image captioning field. We have developed an image captioning model that can generate suitable captions based on the image provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past few years, computer vision in the image processing zone has made significant progress, like classification of images [1] and detecting an image object [2]. The processing of images has grown much faster and more effective in cost and its uses. Also, Time consumed is quite less. Caption generation comes under AI standards where a printed description must be generated for a given photograph. It requires both strategies from computer vision to understand the substance of the picture and a language demonstrated from the field of normal dialect preparing to turn the understanding of the picture into words within the right arrangement. As of late, deep learning strategies have accomplished state-of-the-art results on examples of this problem. Image Captioning is a well-known zone of Artificial Intelligence that deals with picture understanding and a language is described for that picture. Generating sentences related to the image gives us an understanding of the same. It's quite challenging depicting the insights of such an image, but it seems moreover to have a great effect, it has a great impact on visually challenged people who like this application would make them a lot easier to understand certain images.

This assignment is altogether harder in comparison to the picture classification or object recognition tasks that have been well researched. The greatest challenge is most certainly being able to make a portrayal that must capture not only the objects contained in a picture but also it will be explained what is the connection between them or how they are related to the surroundings of the same image.
A) Keras

Keras is an Open Source Neural Network library composed in Python that runs on Theano or the so-called TensorFlow. It is planned to be measured, quick, and simple to utilize. Theano is a library in python which is utilized for faster computing uses mostly numerically. TensorFlow is the foremost math library utilized for making neural networks and profound learning models. TensorFlow is exceptionally adaptable and the essential advantage is distributed computing. Keras is outlined to rapidly characterize deep learning models. Keras is an ideal choice for deep learning applications and has been proved effective in dealing with them.

B) TensorFlow

TensorFlow is a library created in python for quick numerical computing created and released by Google. It is an established library that can be used to make Deep Learning models straightforwardly or by utilizing wrapper libraries that rearrange the method built on the beat of TensorFlow.

II. Literature Review

Image captioning is defined as the process of creating captions or descriptions for an image based on the features of that image. This problem of image captioning and solutions to this have existed since the birth of machine learning. Researchers from different backgrounds have put forward various methods and techniques. Krizhevsky created a neural network model using GPU implementation of the convolution function, reducing overfitting using dropout. Their network consisted of a max-pooling layer and a 1000-way softmax. Deng introduced a new ImageNet database. This database consists of an extensive collection of images based on the core of the WordNet structure. Karpathy and FeiFei used the database of images and sentence descriptions to learn about the correlation between visual data and language. Their work described a Multimodal Recurrent Neural Network architecture that utilizes the inferred co-linear arrangement of features to learn how to generate novel descriptions of images. Yang came up with a system that automatically identifies object boundaries. The model was trained through standard backpropagation techniques. The model was able to generate descriptive sentences while being able to automatically identify object boundaries.

III. PROJECT METHODOLOGY

Data Description

Several datasets are utilized for preparing, testing, and assessment of the picture captioning methods. These datasets vary in different viewpoints such as the number of pictures, the number of captions per picture, organizing the captions, and picture measure. Three datasets: Flickr8k, Flickr30k, and MS COCO Dataset are prevalently used. In the Flickr8k dataset, each picture is associated with five diverse captions that portray the entities and occasions depicted within the picture that were collected. By associating each picture with different, independently delivered sentences, the dataset captures some of the phonetic variety that can be utilized to describe the same image. Flickr8k is a good dataset for the start as it is small in the estimate and can be trained effortlessly even on low-end laptops/desktops using a CPU. For training, features had to be extracted from both images and text, and then the model will be trained on them. For extracting the image features, the ImageNet model was considered the first choice but because of the deep nature of ImageNet and huge dataset extracting features consumed a lot of time and processing power. So we went on the image features that were provided in the dataset which is quite similar to what we would have received from ImageNet.

For text features, we created unique tokens for each word and let the embedding layer create the word embeddings on its own.

Since we already have the image features there wasn't any preprocessing required for images. For text preprocessing, we removed all the punctuations as they would make up extra unwanted space in vocabulary. We converted all the descriptions to lowercase and removed single-lettered words. Start and end tokens were encoded to each description to mark the beginning and
end of sentences during the prediction

For training data was converted in sequences where at first timestamp only first token is passed and based on that next token is predicted, then this predicted token is appended with the first token and both are passed in the second timestamp and the third token is predicted and so on.

The model has been created in two parts and then merged for a final prediction.
The first part deals with the images which process the image features and passes the weights of the Dense layer. The second part deals with the text descriptions which process the descriptions create the embeddings and passes weights to the further layers.
The common layer combines the weights from the image part and text part and provides them further to the Dense layer that predicts the probability of the words in the vocabulary.

While predicting captions, image features are extracted, and the model is given a start token and it predicts the first word and then that word is passed along with start to predict the second word and so on.

We have majorly used LSTM networks

IV. CONCLUSION

In this advanced Python project, an image caption generator has been developed using the RNN model. The developed model generates a reasonable description in plain English.
The project is based on a convolution neural network that encodes an image into a compact representation, followed by a recurrent neural network that generates a corresponding sentence for describing the image. As the size of the available datasets for image description increases, the performance of the model also increases.
The training model depends on the data, so it cannot predict the words that are out of its vocabulary. And so, for this reason, the flickr8k dataset is used which consists of 8000 images.
But for production-level models i.e. higher accuracy models, we need to train the model on larger than 100,000 images datasets so that better accuracy models can be developed.
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